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in the end that sort of approach is what brings results. I think that we huve

to examine the facts and see what they are, and see exactly what the truth is.
the

Now, I read a passage from Jeremiah, and we noticed that 4 claim of Jeremiah is
which is

that God has made the heavens and the earhh and this is a claim/made in Jeremiah

and made in many of the prophetical 1oks and it is stressed a good deal in many

parts of the Old Testament and the New. But for a continuous statement of

how God created the world in Genesis 1 and 2. Before we look at Genesis 1 and

2, let us look at one more word that is very important about the meaning of this
our

word evolution. There I think that we make one of he great mistakes. It is

easy to say the Bible or the evolution, God the Creator or the evolution. Well,

that is true in one way of thinking, but in another way it is not. It just

depends on how you define evolution. It is so easy e- in discuss for us to use

a word in one sense and then slip over into another sense. A yong man

said to me the other day, of course, we believe in evolution. Anybody can see
boy

the evolution of a ebt1d into a man. You can, can't you? You can see how a

boy develops into4 a man. Better yet, go to the field and see how a caterpiller
es

develops into a butterfly. What a tremendous change taking place'.' Now,

if you want to call development by the word evolution. There is development

constantly. If we are not developing we are going back, and when yea- you use

the word evolution just in the sense of development, why, of course, we believe

in that sense. Well, if that is what he is talking about, why does'nt he use

the word development? Why say ev] evolution? The word evolution, though

originally simply meant development, and it is very, very often has come4 to mean

what Chamber said, in the book that appeared a dozen iears before Darwin's book.
that the simplest ahd

This paragraph which I read to you/the most primitive and- i1es type of life

gradually developing/ into something more complex, into something more complex,

into something more comlex, thus by a gradual process everything on earth

developed from one simile source. Well, now that is different, isn't it?
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